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**ABSTRACT:**
Lateral vocalisation is assumed to arise from changes in coronal articulation but is typically characterised perceptually without linking the vocalised percept to a coronal articulation. Therefore, we examined how listeners’ perception of coda /l/ as vocalised relates to coronal closure. Perceptual stimuli were acquired by recording laterals produced by six speakers of Australian English using electromagnetic articulography (EMA). Tongue tip closure was monitored for each lateral in the EMA data. Increased incidence of incomplete coronal closure was found in coda /l/ relative to onset /l/. Having verified that the dataset included /l/ tokens produced with incomplete coronal closure—a primary articulatory cue of vocalised /l/—we conducted a perception study in which four highly experienced auditors rated each coda /l/ token from vocalised (3) to non-vocalised (0). An ordinal mixed model showed that increased tongue tip (TT) aperture and delay correlated with vocalised percept, but auditors ratings were characterised by a lack of inter-rater reliability. While the correlation between increased TT aperture, delay, and vocalised percept shows that there is some reliability in auditory classification, variation between auditors suggests that listeners may be sensitive to different sets of cues associated with lateral vocalisation that are not yet entirely understood. © 2022 Acoustical Society of America. [https://doi.org/10.1121/10.0014249](https://doi.org/10.1121/10.0014249)
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I. INTRODUCTION

Lateral vocalisation is a well-known and widespread phenomenon that has been observed in many languages, as well as in historical language descriptions (Recasens, 1996). Underlying much of this large and diverse body of work is the assumption that lateral vocalisation is a relatively unified phenomenon arising from common, cross-linguistic phonetic mechanisms associated with changes in coronal articulation. This assumption of uniformity is informed and reinforced by the common description of lateral vocalisation in broad segmental terms using a small set of phonetic symbols, based on perceptual accounts (Recasens, 1996). For example, vocalised /l/ in English has been described as a standard allophone (Rubach, 2006; Straka, 1968); a variant associated with ethnolects (Edwards, 2008; Hancock, 1974), geographical regions (Ash, 1982; Bauer and Warren, 2008; Horvath and Horvath, 2002; Wells, 1982), children’s speech (Johnson and Britain, 2007; Lin and Demuth, 2015), and non-standard language varieties (Hualde, 2005); a mechanism involved in sound change (Colantoni and Steele, 2005; Gil, 1990; Horvath and Horvath, 2001; Lin and others, 2014; Lynch, 2008; Recasens, 1996); and an indexical marker of social identity (Scobbie and Wrench, 2003; Turton, 2017). In Australian English (AusE), vocalised /l/ has been observed as an allophone associated with young, male speakers and specific phonetic contexts, e.g., it is more frequent before /k/ (e.g., milk) than before /t/ (e.g., tilt) (Borowsky, 2001; Horvath and Horvath, 2002). In many studies (e.g., Ash, 1982; Borowsky, 2001; Hancock, 1974; Johnson and Britain, 2007; Wells, 1982), including all studies on AusE, lateral vocalisation has been studied perceptually or impressionistically, so no direct information is available about the underlying articulation. Therefore, examining the correspondence between coronal articulation and a vocalised percept is required to further our understanding of /l/-vocalisation. Articulatory studies have also revealed more variation and complexity in lateral production than has previously been assumed (Strycharczuk et al., 2020; Strycharczuk and Scobbie, 2020; Ying and others, 2021), and it is not clear how and how consistently these complex articulatory patterns correlate with a vocalised percept.

A. Patterns of vocalised /l/ in production and perception

The English lateral approximant is a multi-gestural segment canonically articulated with a central coronal closure and tongue dorsum retraction (Giles and Moll, 1975; Ladefoged and Maddieson, 1996). Formation of lateral...
channels may result from the simultaneous coronal fronting and dorsum retraction (Ladefoged and Maddieson, 1996) or may be partly actively controlled (Ying et al., 2021). In the few English varieties for which articulatory data are available, differences between clear onset /l/, dark coda /l/, and vocalised coda /l/ have been shown to arise from complex patterns of production rather than just changes in coronal articulation (Giles and Moll, 1975; Scobbie and Pouplier, 2010; Strycharczuk et al., 2020; Strycharczuk and Scobbie, 2020). Clear /l/ is characterised by a relatively advanced tongue dorsum, a raised tongue tip (TT), and the TT gesture temporally preceding the tongue dorsum gesture, whereas dark /l/ is characterised by a more retracted tongue dorsum, less raised TT, and the tongue dorsum gesture temporally preceding the TT gesture (Sproat and Fujimura, 1993; Turton, 2017).

Lateral vocalisation arises from the loss of contact between the TT and the alveolar ridge, delay in TT raising, increased dorsal retraction, and loss of lateral channel(s) (Giles and Moll, 1975; Scobbie and Pouplier, 2010; Strycharczuk et al., 2020; Strycharczuk and Scobbie, 2020). The articulation of vocalised /l/ is primarily characterised by spatial reduction of the coronal gesture, resulting in increased aperture between the tongue blade and the palate, and a lack of TT closure in the central alveolar region (Browman and Goldstein, 1995; Giles and Moll, 1975; Hardcastle and Barry, 1989; Scobbie and Pouplier, 2010; Scobbie et al., 2007; Strycharczuk and Scobbie, 2020; Wrench and Scobbie, 2003). When contact is not achieved, the point of maximum TT raising or minimum TT aperture has been considered as the gestural target of /l/ (Giles and Moll, 1975; Strycharczuk and Scobbie, 2020). Lateral vocalisation has also been examined in the temporal domain, where the TT gesture is delayed, sometimes occurring after the acoustic offset of /l/ (Brownman and Goldstein, 1995; Strycharczuk and Scobbie, 2020). In Standard Southern British English, TT delay appears to follow from spatial reduction, as delayed coronal gestures are always produced with spatial reduction, indicating that /l/-vocalisation may be primarily spatial rather than a temporal phenomenon (Strycharczuk and Scobbie, 2020).

Despite the association between clear /l/ and onset position, and dark or vocalised /l/ and the coda position, clear, dark, and vocalised /l/ are not categorical positional allophones, as a continuum has been observed between the configurations associated with each of these lateral variants (Sproat and Fujimura, 1993; Turton, 2017). Changes from clear to dark /l/ have been shown to be gradient and conditioned by duration and morphological complexity (Lee-Kim et al., 2013; Sproat and Fujimura, 1993). Gradient and categorical /l/-darkening may coexist in the same dialect (Turton, 2017).

Vocalised /l/ forms a continuum with dark /l/, as articulatory characteristics of vocalised /l/ may also be present in dark /l/, e.g., both dark and vocalised /l/ are characterised by the loss of lateral channels in New Zealand English (Strycharczuk et al., 2020; Strycharczuk and Scobbie, 2020; Turton, 2017). Vocalised /l/ shows gradience from “less vocalised” to “more vocalised,” as the spatial reduction and temporal delay of TT gestures in lateral production are context-dependent (Lin et al., 2014; Strycharczuk and Scobbie, 2020). For example, speakers of Southern British English exhibited complete closure in word-medial /l/, a relatively small aperture in word-final pre-vocalic /l/, and a large aperture in word-final pre-consonantal /l/ (Strycharczuk and Scobbie, 2020). American English speakers produced pre-consonantal /l/ without alveolar closure; however, aperture minima were larger before velars than labials and larger before labials than alveolars (Lin et al., 2014). The increase in minimum aperture and the increase in maximal delay are speaker-specific: when closure is not reached, the size and the temporal location of minimum aperture vary between speakers (Strycharczuk and Scobbie, 2020). In contrast to Southern British and American English, New Zealand English coda /l/ varied categorically between vocalised and dark based on the size of the alveolar aperture (Strycharczuk et al., 2020). The size of the posterior dorsal restriction shows less positional and interspeaker variation, and the dorsal gesture has not been shown to undergo reduction correlated with coronal reduction (Giles and Moll, 1975; Lin et al., 2014).

Vocalised /l/ has been described as a back voicoid that may or may not be rounded (Hall-Lew and Fix, 2012; Hardcastle and Barry, 1989; Wells, 1982). The back vowel-like percept has been hypothesised to arise from the incomplete or delayed coronal closure for two reasons (e.g., Hardcastle and Barry, 1989; Tollfree, 1999). First, it has been hypothesised that the acoustic cues to coronal closure are lost when closure is not achieved, or they may be masked by the following segment or the absence of sound when minimum aperture is delayed beyond the acoustic offset of /l/ (Strycharczuk and Scobbie, 2020; Tollfree, 1999). Second, dorsum retraction may create a back-vowel-like percept due to its articulatory similarity to back vowels, as back vowels, particularly American English // , are articulated with a tongue dorsum retraction similar to that of /l/ (Gick et al., 2002; Hardcastle and Barry, 1989). Although listeners can be consistent in their perception of canonically vocalised /l/ (Hall-Lew and Fix, 2012), it is not clear how, and how consistently, these less canonical and more diverse articulatory patterns correspond to percepts of vocalised /l/ (Hall-Lew and Fix, 2012; Hardcastle and Barry, 1989). In addition, exactly what is meant by vocalised /l/ is often not defined at all in the literature describing how laterals are perceived.

Auditory ratings of coda /l/ as vocalised or non-vocalised by phoneticians and phonologists have been used in several sociolinguistic studies, but these differ in the measurement methods and rating scales used as well as in the number of raters employed (e.g., Ash, 1982; Hall-Lew and Fix, 2012; Horvath and Horvath, 2001; Stuart-Smith et al., 2006). Ash (1982) used a five-step scale from vocalised to non-vocalised and linked each step to different articulatory characteristics. For instance, step 0 was defined as clear /l/ characterised by “an apico-alveolar contact,” step 2 was
front vowel due to the coarticalulatory influence of the back vowel decreasing the likelihood of alveolar closure in /l/ (Borowsky, 2001). In contrast, an artculatory study of British English indicated that preceding back vowels inhibit /l/-vocalisation compared to front vowels (Hardcastle and Barry, 1989). This difference may be attributed to the different methodologies as well as to regional accent differences. Vowel length also affects the likelihood of /l/-vocalisation as a preceding long monophthong or diphthong facilitates /l/-vocalisation compared to a preceding short monophthong. This might be explained by the syllable structures associated with /l/ final rimes, which vary according to preceding vowel length: /l/ tends to be syllabic after long vowels in AusE (Borowsky, 2001).

The dataset used to examine phonetic factors by Borowsky (2001) was also used to show that sociophonetic and dialectal factors affect the likelihood of /l/-vocalisation (Horvath and Horvath, 1997, 2001, 2002). Speakers below 30 years were found to vocalise more than older speakers, female speakers more than male speakers, and working class speakers more than middle class speakers (Horvath and Horvath, 1997, 2001, 2002). /l/-vocalisation was more common in the South Australian data collected in Mount Gambier and Adelaide compared to data collected in other states, indicating region-specific dialectical differences in AusE (Horvath and Horvath, 1997, 2001, 2002).

C. Aims and hypothesis

Although it has been commonly assumed that loss of TT contact results in the perception of /l/ as vocalised (Gick, 1999; Hall-Lew and Fix, 2012; Hardcastle and Barry, 1989; Strycharczuk and Scobbie, 2020), the relationship between listeners’ perception and speakers’ production has not yet been systematically studied. In particular, it is not known to what extent a vocalised percept correlates with the spatial and temporal aspects of coronal articulation associated with laterals produced in different contexts. Therefore, our aim was to examine how listeners’ perception of /l/ as vocalised relates to incomplete and delayed coronal closure observed in /l/ production in AusE. We hypothesised that the likelihood of a vocalised percept would be increased by (1) increased aperture of the coronal constriction and (2) delayed achievement of maximal TT height.

II. METHODS

To examine correlations between /l/ production and /l/ perception, we conducted two experiments. Production of /l/ by six speakers of AusE was recorded using electromagnetic articulography (EMA) to be used as stimuli in the perception task. Speakers were selected to minimise interspeaker variation. To maximise intraspeaker variation, laterals were elicited across a range of phonological environments, targeting phonetic contexts that are reported to affect the likelihood of /l/-vocalisation. Having verified with articulatory measurements that the laterals in this experimental corpus are produced with varying degrees of incomplete TT closure, we
carried out a perception study, in which four phonetically trained listeners rated every coda /l/ token for vocalisation.

A. Articulatory data collection

1. Speakers

Articulatory data were recorded from six female native speakers of AusE (mean age = 23.4, range = 20–27) to be used as stimuli. Speakers were born and raised in New South Wales (NSW). All but one participant had two NSW-born parents; W2 had one NSW-born and one Victoria-born parent. Speakers received course credit and/or $40/h for participation. None of the participants reported any current or past reading, hearing, or speaking disorders.

2. Material

Laterals were elicited with 39 three-word phrases containing word-final or word-initial /l/ in the second word. Coda laterals were elicited with 33 phrases, across three vowel contexts (front, back, low), four consonantal contexts (glottal, labial, alveolar, dorsal), and three syllable types (Table I). To create three syllable types, we manipulated vowel length and coda complexity: target words contained a simple coda with a short vowel, a simple coda with a long vowel, or a complex coda with a short vowel. Onset laterals were elicited with six phrases with /lVp/ words containing the same high, low, or back vowels, for articulatory comparison. To provide a consistent phonetic frame of reference, the same high, low, or back vowels, for articulatory comparison, were elicited with six phrases with /lVp/ words containing the same high, low, or back vowels, for articulatory comparison.

To provide a consistent phonetic frame of reference, the same high, low, or back vowels, for articulatory comparison, non-words were used when necessary (Table I). To create three syllable types, we manipulated vowel length and coda complexity: target words contained a simple coda with a short vowel, a simple coda with a long vowel, or a complex coda with a short vowel. Onset laterals were elicited with six phrases with /lVp/ words containing the same high, low, or back vowels, for articulatory comparison. To provide a consistent phonetic frame of reference, non-words were used when necessary (Table I). No phonetically illicit words were elicited.

3. Articulatory procedure

Participants were instructed to read the phrases aloud while seated approximately 150 cm from a computer screen. They were introduced to the task and the experimental materials with a short practice block. Each phrase was presented orthographically, and presentation was timed automatically. Phrases were divided into two blocks: the first block contained the pre-vocalic onset and pre-glottal targets, the second the pre-alveolar, pre-labial, and pre-velar targets. Targets were randomised within blocks, and the order of the blocks was counterbalanced between participants. Blocks were repeated eight times, eliciting a total of 312 phrases per participant.

Articulatory data were acquired with EMA using an NDI (Waterloo, Canada) Wave system. Lingual articulation was tracked with TT, tongue body, tongue dorsum, and left and right lateral sensors attached to the tongue. Sensors were attached to the upper and lower lips to track lip aperture and lip rounding. One sensor was attached to the gumline below the lower incisor to measure jaw movement. Reference sensors were attached to the nasion and to the left- and right-mastoid to track head movement. Sensors were sampled at a rate of 100 Hz. The occlusal plane was located with a bite trial, and the midline of the palate was traced with a palate probe.

Audio was acquired using two microphones located 150 cm from the lips and offset by 15°. A Rode (Sydney, Australia) NTG-1 was connected through a Focusrite (High Wycombe, UK) OctoPre MkII preamplifier to the NDI Wave system. The Rode NTG-1 recorded synchronised acoustic data simultaneously with the spatial data from the sensor coils but also recorded the background noise generated by the NDI Wave system. A second microphone (Rode NT1-A) was connected through a separate Focusrite OctoPre MkII preamplifier to the computer presenting the experimental stimuli, capturing the utterance as a series of WAV files sampled at 44100 Hz using SpeechRecorder (Draxler and Jansch, 2017). The second microphone recorded unsynchronised acoustic data with less background noise as it was not connected to the NDI Wave system.

4. Articulatory analysis

A total of 39 (target) × 8 (repetitions) × 6 (speakers) = 1872 tokens were elicited. Tokens were excluded if they were misread (77 tokens), if the audio file was corrupted (58 tokens), or if the sensors were tracked incorrectly (27 tokens). In total, 1710 (283 onset, 1427 coda) tokens were included in the experimental corpus.

Sensor position data were corrected for head movement with reference to the fixed reference sensors and rotated into a common coordinate system defined around an origin located on the midsagittal occlusal plane, immediately behind the upper incisors. Sensor traces were low-pass filtered with a 6th-order elliptical low-pass filter (10 Hz cutoff) and conditioned using a discrete cosine transform (DCT)-based penalized least squares discretised smoothing spline (Garcia, 2010).

### Table I. Target words containing /l/ preceded by the first or followed by the last word of the carrier phrase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel context</th>
<th>Word-initial</th>
<th>Glottal</th>
<th>Bilateral</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Cluster</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Front</td>
<td>far leap</td>
<td>peel harp</td>
<td>peel parp</td>
<td>peel tarp</td>
<td>peel karp</td>
<td>pilp harp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fare lip</td>
<td>pill harp</td>
<td>pill parp</td>
<td>pill tarp</td>
<td>pill karp</td>
<td>pilp harp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fee larp</td>
<td>Paul leap</td>
<td>Paul peep</td>
<td>Paul teep</td>
<td>Paul keep</td>
<td>polp harp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fee lop</td>
<td>pol leap</td>
<td>pol peep</td>
<td>pol teep</td>
<td>pol keep</td>
<td>polp harp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fee larp</td>
<td>part leap</td>
<td>part peep</td>
<td>part teep</td>
<td>part keep</td>
<td>pulp harp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The location of the palate was refined from the complete lingual trajectories of three lingual sensors (tongue dorsum, body, and tip). Because the tongue comes into contact with the roof of the mouth during obstruent production and when resting against the palate, a convex hull defined over this set of points describes the upper limit of lingual excursion, onto which the probe-defined palate trace was mapped.

As the beginning and the end of /l/ could not be identified reliably in the articulatory data due to the lack of discernible boundary between /l/ and the adjacent segments, the analysis window was defined from the acoustic /l/ onset to the end of the vowel for onset /l/ and from the acoustic vowel onset to the end of /l/ for coda /l/ (T0 and T1 in Fig. 1). Acoustic landmarks were identified using the forced-aligner MAUS (Schiell, 1999). All landmarks were manually checked and hand-corrected where necessary based on changes in voicing and amplitude. Articulatory trajectories between the acoustic landmarks were extracted.

TT aperture at each point in time was calculated as the Euclidean distance of the TT sensor to the closest point on the palate, with 0 corresponding to full closure and increasing with incomplete closure. As TT aperture yielded a negative distance in some tokens (i.e., the TT was measured to be above the palate) due to the palate location being approximated, a speaker-specific constant was added to the TT aperture. The coronal gestural target for each lateral was located automatically at the TT aperture minima in the first 30% of the analysis window for onset /l/ or at the local minimum in the last 40% of the analysis window for coda /l/. The time-normalised location of the TT aperture minima in the analysis window was also extracted as a proxy for TT delay. [For more details on post-processing articulatory data, see Szalay (2020), Chap. 6.]

To verify that the corpus included tokens of vocalised coda /l/, i.e., tokens of /l/ produced with incomplete coronal closure, a primary articulatory cue of vocalised /l/, we compared TT aperture in onset and coda laterals. The effect of position on TT aperture was examined with a linear mixed-effect model (LM) using the lmer function from the lme4 package in R (Bates et al., 2015; R Core Team, 2021). We constructed an LM using the dependent variable TT aperture, with the independent variable position (treatment coded, comparing coda /l/ to the baseline onset) and a random by-participant intercept and a by-participant random slope for the effect of position to account for interspeaker variation. The model used the Gaussian family as the residuals followed a normal distribution. p-values were calculated with the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) using Satterthwaite’s degrees of freedom method (Giesbrecht and Burns, 1985; Hrong-Tai Fai and Cornelius, 1996). Our model shows that TT aperture is significantly increased for laterals produced in coda position ($\beta = 3.17$, $t_{1.04} = 3.04, p = 0.0289$) compared to onset laterals (Fig. 2).

B. Auditors

In the perception task, four experienced phoneticians listened to each of the coda recordings in the experimental corpus and rated each coda lateral token for vocalisation. Auditors were native speakers of AusE who were born in Australia or migrated to Australia before the age of 1. They were members of the Department of Linguistics at Macquarie University with varying levels of experience in phonetic research. Auditor 1 was a postgraduate research student of phonetics. Auditors 2 and 4 hold a Ph.D. in phonetics and have taught AusE phonetics and phonology at a university level. Auditor 3 has also taught AusE phonetics and phonology at a university level and holds an International Phonetic Association (IPA) Certificate of Proficiency in the Phonetics of English. None of the auditors reported any hearing, reading, or speaking disorders. Only auditor 4 (F.C.) was familiar with the experiment design. Auditors received gift vouchers for their time.

C. Material

The experimental corpus included the 33 types of coda lateral targets produced two to eight times by speakers W2, W3, W4, W5, W7, and W10. The number of repetitions of laterals in each context varied, because of data exclusion

FIG. 1. (Color online) Identifying analysis window in coda laterals, exemplified by Paul heap (W4, third repetition). T0, start of the analysis window marked by vowel onset; T1, end of the analysis window, marked by /l/ offset. Phonemic symbols are from hand-corrected annotation.

FIG. 2. (Color online) TT aperture (mm) by position. x axis, position. Orange, onset. Blue, coda. Greater TT aperture indicates increased degree of incomplete closure.
(see Sec. IV). Onset laterals were not included in the perception experiment, as onset laterals are not expected to be vocalised. The experimental corpus consisted of 1427 unique tokens; in addition, approximately 10% of the tokens were repeated to measure intra-rater reliability, yielding 1572 ratings per auditor. Repeated tokens were chosen randomly prior to data collection and were the same for all auditors.

Audio recordings of speaker W8, an excluded EMA participant, were used for familiarisation with the task. Data produced by W8 were excluded from the articulatory analysis due to technical difficulties in the articulatory data collection; however, the audio recordings matched the remaining stimuli.

Audio recordings were taken from the second, Røde NT1-A microphone that recorded unsynchronised acoustic data with less background noise. Recordings were amplitude-normalised and truncated after the first word of the three-word phrase, and 0.3 s of silence was added to the beginning, so that auditors were only presented with the last two words of the phrase.

D. Procedure

Auditors rated coda /l/ for vocalisation on a scale ranging from 0 to 3. Auditors were instructed to select 0 for tokens they perceived as non-vocalised and select 1–3 for vocalised tokens, with 3 representing “maximally vocalised.” Exemplars were not provided, as the ratings were intended to represent the expert auditors’ perception. Prior to the task, listeners were informed that the audio they were about to hear had been recorded during an EMA experiment and contained some amount of background noise produced by the EMA machine and potentially “unusual” articulations caused by the speakers having sensors on their tongues. Listeners were introduced to the task with a short practice session, listening to audio recordings of ten words and rating them.

Auditors were seated in front of a computer monitor located at eye height at a distance of 50 cm and wore Sennheiser (Wedemark, Germany) 380 Pro headphones with the volume adjusted to a comfortable listening level. Auditors were instructed to respond as accurately as possible. To begin each trial, a fixation cross was displayed in the centre of the screen. After 500 ms, the response options appeared, and simultaneously the target phrase started playing. Auditors entered their rating using a button box. Auditors heard each phrase once only and could not change their response. Audio was presented, and ratings and response time were recorded using Expyriment (Krause and Lindemann, 2014).

As rating all tokens took more than 3 h, tokens were divided into three blocks to create shorter tasks to be completed over three separate days, within a 4-day time frame. Each block contained audio from one vowel context, including the repeated tokens from the vowel context. Each block contained audio from all consonant contexts, syllable types, and speakers. Blocks were organised by vowel, because visual inspection of the TT aperture data indicated that grouping by vowel context yielded blocks in which tokens showed a variety of TT aperture. Alternative groupings, such as by speaker, consonant context, or syllable type, yielded blocks with less variation; random grouping in which tokens vary with respect to speaker, vowel and consonant context, and syllable type were reported to be too difficult by pilot participants. The order of the blocks was randomised between auditors, and items were randomised within blocks. After the end of the experiment, auditors were asked about their experience and difficulties with the task in an exit survey.

E. Statistical analysis

Auditors’ ratings from 0 to 3 were analysed as ordinal data. Intra-rater and inter-rater agreement were tested using Krippendorff’s alpha (Krippendorff, 2011). Krippendorff’s alpha calculates agreement between two or more datasets on ordinal data, such that disagreements are weighted differently, e.g., rating the same token as 2 and 3 or as 0 and 1 provides a higher agreement score compared to rating the same token maximally differently with 0 and 3 (Krippendorff, 2011). Krippendorff’s alpha ranges from –1 (inverse agreement) to 1 (complete agreement), with 0 indicating no agreement (Krippendorff, 2011). All measurements of intra- and inter-rater reliability were calculated using the library irr in R (Gamer et al., 2019; R Core Team, 2021).

Correlation between auditors’ rating and TT aperture and TT delay was examined using ordered regression mixed models (ORMMs) using the clmm function from the ordinal package in R (Christensen, 2019; R Core Team, 2021). We constructed one ORMM with the dependent variable rating, and the independent variables TT aperture and TT delay (continuous variables). The model included a random by-speaker and by-auditor intercept to account for interspeaker and interlistener variation. P-values were calculated with the lmertest package (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) using Satterthwaite’s degrees of freedom method (Giesbrecht and Burns, 1985; Hrong-Tai Fai and Cornelius, 1996). Only one rating per token was included in the model, yielding 1427 responses per auditor; second ratings of tokens introduced for measuring intra-rater reliability were excluded from the analysis.

III. RESULTS

Krippendorff’s alpha indicates weak to moderate intra-rater reliability for three auditors (Table II and Fig. 3). Auditor 3 showed no intra-rater reliability due to the lack of variance in their responses (Fig. 3). Auditor 1 showed slight and auditors 2 and 4 showed moderate agreement on ratings. Krippendorff’s alpha indicated no agreement between the four auditors (Table II and Fig. 4).

ORMM indicates that TT aperture shows a significant positive correlation with an increase in vocalisation ratings.
TABLE II. Inter- and intra-rater reliability of ratings using Krippendorff’s alpha.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Listeners</th>
<th>Intra-rater reliability</th>
<th>Inter-rater reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auditor 1</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auditor 2</td>
<td>0.480</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auditor 3</td>
<td>−0.003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auditor 4</td>
<td>0.487</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

($\beta = 0.19, z_{0.05} = 4.12, p < 0.0001$), indicating that tokens with larger aperture are more likely to be perceived as vocalised (Fig. 5). ORMM indicates that TT delay shows a significant positive correlation with an increase in vocalisation ratings ($\beta = 1.6, z_{0.05} = 4.53, p < 0.0001$), indicating that tokens with larger delay are more likely to be perceived as vocalised (Fig. 6). There was no significant interaction between TT aperture and TT delay ($\beta = -0.1, z_{0.05} = -1.89, p = 0.059$). That is, there is no evidence for tokens produced with both an increased aperture and a delayed aperture minimum to be more likely to be perceived as vocalised than tokens produced with either. Random effects for speaker showed no variability in the ratings according to the speakers (variance = 0, standard deviation = 0). Random effects for auditor showed variability in the ratings according to the auditors (variance = 4.247, standard deviation = 2.061).

IV. DISCUSSION

We hypothesised that the likelihood of a vocalised percept would be increased (1) by incomplete closure and (2) by delayed achievement of maximal TT height. Our results are broadly consistent with our hypotheses, as increased TT aperture and delay increased vocalised ratings. However, listeners showed low to moderate intra-rater reliability and no inter-rater reliability. Low intra-rater reliability and the lack of inter-rater reliability contrasts with the results of Hall-Lew and Fix (2012), who found that phoneticians can reliably identify vocalised /l/ using auditory-impressionistic methods. These different findings may be due to differences in the materials and methods used: Hall-Lew and Fix (2012) selected tokens that the authors rated unequivocally for /l/-vocalisation on a scale ranging from 1 (“definitely consonantal”) to 4 (“definitely vocalised”) based on acoustic and auditory observations. In contrast, in the current study, the presence of vocalisation in the experimental materials presented to listeners was determined using articulatory measures of coronal constriction aperture. As a result, our study contained lateral exemplars that were vocalised according to a primary articulatory metric, even though tokens in our stimuli showed smaller aperture compared to vocalised tokens in General American English (Proctor et al., 2019). However, it may be the case that these laterals were not produced with other accompanying phonetic properties or with a sufficiently large TT aperture that give rise to the perception of being canonically vocalised, which may have caused the large number of ratings as non-vocalised.

Low inter-rater reliability might be attributed to individual listeners’ reliance on different articulatory-acoustic cues for vocalisation. One potential articulatory property that may lead to the acoustic cue for a canonically vocalised percept may be the lack of lateral channel(s) (Strycharczuk et al., 2020). In New Zealand English, an English dialect closely related to AusE, the loss of lateral channel formation is a characteristic of dark /l/, while the loss of the lateral channel combined with the loss of coronal closure is the characteristic of vocalised /l/. That is, in New Zealand English, loss of lateral channel(s) in dark /l/ precedes incomplete coronal closure in /l/-vocalisation in the course of a sound change (Strycharczuk et al., 2020). Tokens without

FIG. 3. (Color online) Intra-rater reliability for each auditor. x axis, first rating; y axis, second rating. Blue regression line, observed correlation between first and second rating. Red line, one-to-one correlation between first and second rating, plotted as a reference. Colour, vocalisation rating: orange, 0; blue, 1; green, 2; yellow, 3. Jitter has been added to aide visualization by avoiding overlapping datapoints.
lateral channel and with coronal closure might be rated as vocalised by listeners relying on the lack of lateral channel(s) to identify vocalised /l/, while those relying on incomplete closure would rate the same token as non-vocalised. In AusE, no positional differences have been found in lateral channel formation between onset and coda position, potentially because the loss of the lateral channel is associated with vocalised /l/, and the only study to look at onset-coda differences in lateral channel formation excluded vocalised tokens from the dataset (Ying et al., 2021).

Labialisation of /l/ may also lead to the acoustic cue for a canonically vocalised percept, as incomplete TT closure and tongue dorsum backing creates the configuration of back vowels or /w/, which are prototypically rounded both
in English and cross-linguistically (Gick et al., 2002; Recasens, 1996). A high back rounded vowel or /w/ was used to transcribe /l/-vocalisation by children acquiring dark coda /l/ (Lin and Demuth, 2015). In fact, when children acquiring AusE /l/ do not produce the adult-like velar and alveolar gestures, they may produce coda /l/ with some combination of labial, velar, and/or alveolar constrictions (Lin and Demuth, 2015). Of the possible combinations of the three gestures, non-adult like coda /l/ is most often produced with velar and labial constrictions, which is not perceived as an /l/ but transcribed as a high back rounded vowel or /w/ by trained phoneticians (Lin and Demuth, 2015). In contrast, coda /l/ produced with labial, velar, and coronal constriction is perceived and transcribed as an /l/, although not adult-like (Lin and Demuth, 2015).

Listeners might also be sensitive to contextual variation in /l/-vocalisation. Coda /l/ was collected in a variety of vowel and consonantal contexts, and a more detailed articulatory analysis of the experimental corpus shows that coda /l/ does not form a homogeneous group; instead, it contains tokens with a wide range of TT aperture that varies according to the place of articulation of the adjacent segments [Szalay (2020), Chap. 6]. In particular, a following velar consonant, a preceding back vowel, or a coda cluster facilitates incomplete TT closure, whereas a following alveolar consonant or a preceding long vowel inhibits incomplete TT closure [Szalay (2020), Chap. 6]. This contextual variation in TT aperture could have given rise to inter- and intra-rater variation; however, data from more listeners are required to explore the effect of context on the perception of /l/-vocalisation.

Listeners might also be sensitive to coarticulatory cues to /l/ carried by the preceding vowel to a different extent. Pre-/l/ vowel allophones differ systematically from pre-obstruent vowels (Szalay et al., 2021); thus, /l/-influenced vowels might provide cues to /l/-identity for some listeners. This account would predict that a token containing an /l/-influenced vowel and no coronal closure may be perceived as non-vocalised by listeners sensitive to the coarticulatory vowel cues, whereas listeners sensitive to coronal aperture may rate the same token as vocalised. To further explore what articulatory and acoustic cues contribute to a vocalised /l/ percept, better understanding of articulatory and acoustic differences between canonical and non-canonical /l/ is required.

While the articulation of coda /l/ showed variation according to its phonetic context [Szalay (2020), Chap. 6], our speaker sample was homogeneous with respect to the sociolinguistic factors that govern /l/-vocalisation in AusE. /l/-vocalisation in AusE is associated with young, female, and/or working class speakers (Horvath and Horvath, 2001), and our speakers were matched for age (young) and gender (female); social class could not be established. Therefore, listeners might have had only a few sociolinguistic cues for building speaker-specific expectations regarding /l/-vocalisation. If auditors relied on subconscious biases or conscious expectations based on the speaker’s background despite having only a few cues, then cues to age and gender might have increased the number of “vocalised” ratings, while cues to level of education might have decreased them. In contrast, speakers in Hall-Lew and Fix (2012) represented African
American, Asian American, and European American speakers, and the results show “a clear correlation between perceived ethnicity of the speaker and the average vocalisation rating of the speaker.” Speaker ethnicity can be cued by several factors, such as vowel identity (Hall-Lew, 2009; Thomas and Reaser, 2004); therefore, listeners could have relied on their overall perception of the speaker’s ethnicity and/or other aspects of speaker identity to evaluate each exemplar of /l/.

The main limitation of our study is the small number of listeners; however, increasing the number of listeners is difficult, partly due to the number of restrictions placed on listener selection and mainly due to the difficulty of the task. Despite the strict selection criteria, all four of the (highly experienced) listeners reported that they found the task long, repetitive, and difficult. Therefore, expanding the task to include greater numbers of more diverse auditors would be challenging. Despite these difficulties, future studies with more listeners are required to identify listeners’ patterns in the perception of vocalised /l/.

Despite the poor intra-rater and the lack of inter-rater reliability, listeners were universally sensitive to the articulatory factors of TT aperture and delay, as increase in aperture and increase in delay both increased the likelihood of a vocalised percept. This result is consistent with the assumption that key mechanisms of articulation result in robust acoustic cues to common properties of non-canonical laterals.

V. CONCLUSION

Analysis of listeners’ perception indicates that vocalised percept corresponds to incomplete closure and delay of the coronal gesture. The correlation between spatial reduction, temporal delay, and vocalised percept shows that there is some reality in auditory classification of laterals and is consistent with the assumption that articulatory and auditory /l/-vocalisation might correspond to the same underlying phenomenon.

However, this study has revealed that, even among listeners experienced in phonetic description of laterals, there is considerable inconsistency in the perception and characterisation of vocalised and non-vocalised /l/. Therefore, the observed variation between auditors may complicate the interpretation of insights on /l/-vocalisation and highlights the importance of having multiple auditors when using auditory-impressionistic ratings.
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